EVENT DESCRIPTION
Project Partner: ESS
Title of the event: Studytrip to DOLL, Copenhagen
Date & location: 24.09.2015, Copenhagen
Organiser(s): ESS
Number of Participants: 10

Summary
This was a joint event between the Network of Energy- and Climate advisors (ECA) in
Southeast Sweden and the Streetlight-EPC project. In every municipality in Sweden there
is an Energy- and Climate advisor that are responsible for free advisory to private persons
and SME, they are also an important source of knowledge within their own organisations.
The Streetlight-EPC project manager wanted to inspire more municipalities to join
Streetlight-EPC and also educate ECA to be able to give in-house information about
Streetlights refurbishment and LED, so the Network Coordinator, Roger Gunnarsson ESS
and the Streetlight-EPC project manager jointly planned this event for the target groups.
This common event is also important for networking and knowledge sharing and for finding
future possibilities for joint procurements and projects.
The Streetlight partner Kalmar joined the studytrip as well as a municipality Lessebo that
has filled in three quick-checks for the potential candidate project.

From the web page: www.lightinglab.dk
DOLL - DOLL is Denmark’s new platform for developing future LED-lighting solutions.
DOLL’s aim is to create energy efficiency and intelligent indoor and outdoor lighting
solutions, and to generate jobs. DOLL supports municipalities, regions and private
companies, in cooperation with scientists, with the development of new and improved
lighting solutions. In DOLL livinglab visitors can see the lighting solutions in a real 1:1
environment.
Manufacturers and suppliers set up and test outdoor lighting solutions in DOLL’s Living
Lab on a 1:1 scale on 9.2 kilometres of road and pathways in Hersted Industrial Park in the
city of Albertslund. The light is controlled from a centrally-placed visitors- and control
centre.
Living Lab applies to companies that work with lighting, intelligent controlling and Smart
City solutions. Living Lab also works with qualitative testing of indoor mock-ups in settings
such as senior housing, hospitals and schools. Thus municipalities and regions get the

opportunity to experience different solutions in a real urban space environment. This gives
decision-makers a better foundation for choosing and buying the right fixtures and lighting
solutions.
Advantages for municipalities, regions and other developers
Living Lab allows buyers and advisors to:
• Experience outdoor lighting solutions from leading Danish lighting fixture and mast
manufacturers
• Assess the experienced quality, aesthetics and safety-creating aspects of light
• Demonstrate how the different management systems on the market can be controlled
and monitored from the control centre
• Get a unique opportunity to qualify and compare current lighting solutions on the
market
• Get impartial guidance prior to tenders and decision-making at the Living Lab.
Advantages for manufacturers and suppliers
Living Lab offers:
• A unique opportunity for presenting lighting solutions and fixtures, as well as testing
intelligent management systems and Smart City technologies
• The ability for customers to see lighting solutions in a real-life urban environment
• A show- and control-room where lighting solutions are managed and customers can
compare products and management systems
• A powerful sales parameter combined with impartial documentation from Quality Lab.
Living Lab provides manufacturers and suppliers the possibility for increased and qualified
dialog with decision-makers and end-users. That eases the adjustment process and adds
more accuracy in product development.

Objectives & main programme points
The main objective was to visit DOLL and to get information from them about LED and to
offer a lot of possibilities to ask question to the experts. The participants got the possibility
to investigate how different LED “felt” and behaved.

Conclusions & lessons learnt (based on stakeholder input)
A lot of discussion about the technologies that can be connected to the lighting system,
such as p-led system where poles can find a parking space big enough for your car along
a street and can optimize how you park. This type of technology requires a constant
supply of power, which for example does not exist in the lighting system in Kalmar today.
One question that we need to discuss more is the choice of the control system and how
advanced it to have to be.
It was overall a very good trip. The participants were people working with climate and
energy advisory and just a few that are working with lighting which was a pity. The
information from DOLL was very good, unfortunately they forgot to inform about an app

which one could get more information about the fittings out on the spot. On site there was
a lot of discussion about the experience of light with the focus on colour temperature and
glare which everyone thought to be a very important in a lighting installation.

